Tips On using Scots in School
1. Remember that Scots words and phrases may be said differently in different parts of
Scotland. In Dundee a ‘pie’ is a ‘pey’. Greeting someone - in Aberdeenshire you say ‘Fit
like?’, in the Central Belt ‘How’s it gaun?’ or ‘How’s yersel?’ Ask local folk how they say
words or phrases, and what are typical local s ayings – in your school the jannie, classroom
assistants and dinner ladies are all likely to be local language experts, while many teachers
come from elsewhere.
2. Start with single words – dug, coo, craw, brae, wean, grannie, haun, chap (at door), pinkie,
wa, windae, jannie, heidie, easie-peesie, Hogmanay, keek, cowp, breenge, scunner, haverin.
3. Then simple phrases – Doon the brae, up the toon, Ah’m gaun awa, the ither wan, guid
wark, see’s thon wan, midgie men, keekin gless, gie’s yer haun, wha’s wee wean is yon?,
huv ye skint yer knee?, a skelp on the lug, up tae high doh.
4. Get more examples of words and phrases from the Scots School Dictionary (published by
Chambers).
5. Some ideas: use Scots greetings to begin sessions in class / use labels and signs in the
classroom or school / have children collect Scots words that they hear outwith school /
translate songs from English to Scots and vice versa / give each child a secret Scots word to
incorporate in a sentence, then others must guess the meaning.
6. Use Scots songs. The following work really well in school
– (ages 3-6) Bee Baw Babbity, Coulter’s Candy, Katie
Bairdie, Three Craws, (ages 06-9) Is A Dove A Doo?, Oor
Wee School, Today Is Hogmanay, Listen Tae The
Teacher, Fitba Crazy, The Barnyards O Delgaty, (ages 912) Auld Lang Syne, The Bonny Ship The Diamond, The
Deil’s Awa Wi The Exciseman, McPherson’s Rant.
7. Get most of these and many more songs from the Scots
Sangs Fur Schools site at
www.scotssangsfurschools.webs.com
8. For Scots language resources and ideas that pupils can
use themselves, go to the Scuil Wab at
www.scuilwab.org.uk/
9. For Aberdeenshire Doric resources go to The
Elphinstone Kist at www.abdn.ac.uk/elphinstone/kist/.
10. For publications go to Itchy CooBooks Hame Page at
www.itchy-coo.com/.
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SONGS ON THE SCOTS SANGS FUR SCHOOLS WEBSITE THAT
FEATURE SCOTS LANGUAGE
LEVEL EARLY
Fun Songs - Bee Baw Babbity / Coulter’s Candy / Katie Bairdie / Red Yo-Yo / Today is Hogmanay / Ye
Canny Shove Yer Grannie
For amusing babies - Clap Yer Handies / Clapa Clapa Handies / Dance Tae Yer Daddie

PRIMARY LEVEL 1
Family & Friends - Wee Gallus Bloke / When I Was Single / Today is Hogmanay / Ye Canny Shove Yer
Grannie / Coulter’s Candy
Farming – Katie Bairdie / The Barnyards of Delgaty
Fun - The Day We Went Tae Rothesay O / Fitba Crazy
History - Hey Johnny Cope
School life – Red Yo-Yo

PRIMARY LEVEL 2
Family & Friends - Auld Lang Syne / The Gypsie Laddies / What Can a Young Lassie?
Farming - Plooman Laddies / Rhynie / Drumdelgie / McGinty’s Meal and Ale
Fishing - Song Of The Fishgutters / Fisherman's Lassie / A Dyker's Compliments / Peterhead
Fisherman's Wife
History - The Battle Of Harlaw / Hey Tutti Taitie / McPherson's Rant
Places - The Battle Of Harlaw / The Braes O Balquidder
Poaching - Johnnie o Breadislie
Supernatural - The Deil's Awa with The Exciseman / The Silkie of Sule Skerry
Travel - Yellow On The Broom / Awa Wi Canada’s Muddy Creeks / My Ain Countrie / Norland Wind
War & Peace - Farewell To Sicily / Freedom Come-All-Ye
Weaving - The Shuttle Rins
Whaling – The Bonny Ship The Diamond

SING-ALONG VERSIONS
There are instrumental versions of these songs : The Barnyards of Delgaty / Fitba Crazy / The Deil's
Awa with The Exciseman / Wee Gallus Bloke / The Bonny Ship The Diamond

SONGS WITH SCOTTISH PLACE OR PLACENAME ELEMENTS
Borders & Dumfriesshire – Coulter’s Candy / Johnnie o Breadislie / The Deil's Awa with The
Edinburgh – Hey Johnnie Cope
Fife - A Dyker's Compliments / Norland Wind
Glasgow – Wee Gallus Bloke / The Day We Went Tae Rothesay O / Fitba Crazy / Red Yo-Yo
North East – The Barnyards of Delgaty / The Gypsy Laddies / Plooman Laddies / Rhynie / Drumdelgie
/ McGinty’s Meal and Ale / Song Of The Fishgutters / Peterhead Fisherman's Wife / The Battle Of
Harlaw / The Bonny Ship The Diamond
Orkney & Shetland - The Silkie of Sule Skerry
Stirling & Perthshire – Today Is Hogmanay / The Braes O Balquidder
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EXAMPLES OF SCOTS LANGUAGE WORK IN
SCHOOLS
A SCOTTISH ALPHABET BOOK
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In 2009 class P3 at Cairneyhill PS, near Dunfermline wrote and illustrated their own
Alphabet book, researching the words online.
For Example :
“F. Fermer Fiona Ferguson fae Fife got hersell in a richt fankle tryin ta guddle a fash. She
was feart her fillebeg wid git drookit then foosty so off it came a fleein fillebeg, leavin her wi
a bare bahookie.”
“W. Wayne Rooney the windae cleaner was fair wabbit fae scrubbing aw the windaes in
a twenty storey flat! He didna mind tho coz he was awfy weel-faurt!”
They gave a full glossary at the back, duplicated and sold the book for school funds.

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Matthew Fitt of Itchy Coo worked in Kirkhill PS, Broxburn.
P4 teacher Jennifer McEwan used a tattiebogle [scarecrow] as the focus for teaching body
part names – heid, moo, oxters, airms, harns. Then the class performed ‘Three Little Pigs’ in
Scots for an assembly.
P7 teacher Cheryl Reekie had her class playing ‘hide and seek’ with breeks, bunnets, jaickets
and semmits. Then they created their own fictional Scottish town of Scotsopolis where
Greetin Wynd runs across the Bubblyjock Brig at the foot of Kirk Brae.

A SUGGESTED ACTIVITY
Using Animal A B C a Scots alphabet, published by Itchy Coo, you could start a game.
Read ‘Auld armadillos airm in airm’

Say ‘Pint tae yir airm!‘

Read ‘Birlin bears wi big bahoochies’

Say ‘Birl roond awfy fest!’

Read ‘Seahorses wi strippit simmits’

Say ‘Dae yi hae a simmit oan the day?’

The group can continue the game.

The following four pages are taken from ‘Scots Language Resources and Ideas’ created by
the Highland Literacy Project, 2009.

 Some of these ideas are from “Eck the bee” A Scots word activity book by Ann
Matheson and James Robertson, published by Itchy-coo. Some were spotted in Highland
classrooms, some were found online and some we just made up!

Some ideas for using Scots in the Classroom
Remember:
It is much easier for pupils to do these collaboratively (and more fun!).
If they have been asked to write – Don’t expect all of it to be written in Scots.
 This is the most important - Read to the pupils in Scots – they enjoy it. Scots is a great oral
language: poetry and picture books are easier options for teachers lacking in confidence
 Link and highlight Scots books for Group readers
 Include Scots books in your Reading for Enjoyment box
 Begin with something you and pupils are familiar with such as “A Wee Book of Fairy Tales”
or “Winnie the Pooh” in Scots (translated by Matthew Fitt) It’s easier to understand when
you have knowledge of what’s supposed to happen!
 Play “Guess the Fairytale”: read out short extracts from A Wee Book of Fairy Tales” and see
which pair/trio can guess the most correctly, justifying their choice from the vocabulary used
(or texts, if written extracts are used.)
 Listen to Scots stories/poems read by Scots speakers using the Internet or find a copy of
“The Compact Coo”. This is an audio CD with extracts from various Itchy-Coo titles read by a
variety of people.
 To get the point across that Scots is a language just like French, Japanese, Gaelic, make a
bookmark with a list of word that mean the same in different languages e.g. flower, flooer,
fleur, etc with a drawing of a flower at the top.
 Display a “Word of the Day” – use Itchy-coo website for new words (www.itchy-coo.com)
 Create a “kist” of Scots words, starting with words already know
 Display name labels in Scots on objects in classroom – just as for Gaelic, French, German etc
 Label pupil’s art work with descriptions by the artists in Scots
 Take a comic strip (e.g. “The Broons” or “Oor Wullie”) cut up and laminate for the pupils to
sequence.
 Harder challenge: give them two comic strips of the same characters to sort out!
 Using a comic strip leaving out the final one or two scenes. Show/discuss. Ask the pupils to
create the ending.
 Ask the pupils to create an alliterative alphabet using Scots language (similar to the “Animal
ABC” from Itchy-coo) eg B - “birlin’ bears wi big bahoochies”
 As above using the Scots’ counting book - 123
 Write some limericks in Scots
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 Be a Makar! Challenge the pupils to write/finish/ fill in missing words for rhymes in Scots
E.g. There was a rabbit,
who was awfie crabbit.
Or A bonnie wee bumbee cried Mary
Had legs that were lang, broon and _______
Ae day in a fyke,
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She fell aff her _____
An noo she’s a wee bit mair wary! (P13 “Eck the Bee2)
 The Broons have published two books of recipes in Scots – Pupils could follow the recipe and
make the product.
 Try writing simple recipes using Scots. Option - The writer to narrate it as if she/he is the
finished product – e.g. “The Tale of the Clootie Dumpling”
 Link with Health and Well-being: use Health Week to research Healthy Eating recipes in
Scots – or create some of your own!
 Reading for Information: use Scots to add a different dimension to your lessons (e.g. “Aw
Aboot Bees” P12 “Eck the Bee” Scots word activity book)
 Play “The Minister’s Cat” in Scots then illustrate them for a display. E.g.
“Miss Mackay the Model’s cat is a mingin cat, she skooshes scent ahint its lugs”. Divide the
alphabet between your trios and see what they can come up with! Then, standing in a circle,
perform your rhymes.
Extension: the pupils could make costumes for their characters and perform them for the
rest of the school.
 Using a piece of Scots text, Trios/pairs highlight 10 Scots words or phrases. Trios/pairs have
to write what they think it means using their prior knowledge and text clues. Using a Scots
dictionary, they then find out if they were right. Why not use the FREE Scots’ dictionary on
line @ www.scots-online.org
 Ask trios to illustrate a piece of text. You could begin by asking them to highlight all the
relevant pieces of information first.
 Sing Scots songs, using “Kist O’ Dreams” CD
 Use Scots songs – eg ‘Three craws sat upon a wa’, ‘Katie Bardie had a coo’
 Try updating these rhymes e.g. “Katie Bardie had a coo, with a NIKE shoe!”
 Use action games in Scots e.g. “Simon says” * Good reinforcement for body parts
vocabulary*
 Introduce pupils to Scots names for animals using soft toys
 Songs: try Old MacDonald had “a fame wi’ ‘dugs, coos”, etc
 Skipping Rhymes – Many of these traditional rhymes are in Scots. Ask some ‘fit’ Grannies
(and Grandads) in to school to show the children in the playground. There are examples in
the book ‘Doh ray me , when ah wis wee’ by Ewan McVicar
 Singing Scots version of action songs e.g.“Heid, shouders, knees an taes” to encourage
retention of vocabulary
 Act out a part in the Broons/oor Wullie – great fun! You could use puppets!
 Blank out some of the speech bubbles in a comic strip. Pupils predict and complete.
 Write a diary entry for one of the characters in the cartoon strip eg Ma moanin aboot the
weans (use the comic strip to help)
 Have a Scots’ quiz. Teacher reads out Scots word and teams guess what it means.
 Design a coaster/mug/apron using Scots’ (Real ones are already produced so one or two
may be used to inspire)
 Make a book of illustrated favourite Scots words eg Glaikit

 Make a labelled Scots’ display eg A washing line with ‘Scots’ Claes’ with breeks, simmit.,
bunnets etc
 Play Call my Bluff. Pupils choose a Scots’ word from dictionary, and then write three
definitions (2 bluff ones and 1 correct one) to include pronunciation, meaning, example of
usage and part of speech. Divide into two teams and read out all three. Team has to decide
which one is correct.
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 Game - matching pictures with Scots’ words eg picture of child – ‘bairn’
 Traditional songs – eg ‘Flower of Scotland, Auld Lang Syne – What do they mean? Research
the history of the songs.
 Choose a poem in Scots and ask the pupils to translate it into English. The results can be very
humorous. Use the free online dictionary (see above)
 Write a short paragraph about yourself in Scots e.g. name, address, description, family
members etc
 Follow this up with writing a paragraph about your pet as an introduction to Scots
adjectives.
 Create an imaginary creature (paint, model, collage etc) and describe it using Scots.
 Use Scots language with a minibeast topic to describe the creatures.
 Read a poem such as “Snailie” by Sheena Blackhall or “Pedro Puddock” by Matthew Fitt
and ask pupil to draw an illustration from the description.
 Use “The Singing Kettle” CD to introduce some Scots songs to “wee ones”. Extension for
older ones: use the written version of the lyrics, highlight Scots words and then translate
them.
 Use the poem “Sair Teeth” by Ellie McDonald to begin a topic on ”Healthy Teeth”
 Provide an option in the Listening Centre corner with Scots stories/ books
 During the week of St Andrew’s Day, have an interest table using “Talking Tins” with Scots
words * Good for “wee ones”





Hold a “Haggis Hunt” with the clues in Scots
Create plasticine characters and write a description of them in Scots
Create an animation using Scots e.g. start with a comic strip and build on using Photostory.
Use “Hamish McHaggis” books as introduction to Scots words in English text (especially
useful for Early stages)
 Make a Talking Tree
 Write/translate Blurbs into Scots
Remember, there are different levels of language in Scots, just as in English i.e. high formal to
conversational.

For older pupils:
 Show the poem “A Riddle” by William Soutar, ask trios to guess what it means, then ask
them to create their own
 In modern studies read The Scots Parliament, by James Robertson, which happens to be
written in Scots!
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 Researching a famous Scot and then doing a presentation in Scots
 Organise a Burns supper
 In Home Economics, investigate the Scottish diet and its effects on the health of the nation.
Find a healthy Scottish recipe, prepare and cook the food, and eat it.
 “Sneaky Scots!”: how many Scots words can be found in the pantomime script at Christmas?
(Perhaps a competition for the audience?)
 School links in Scots e.g. send letters, e-mails, postcards: compare responses
 School newspaper/newsletter in Scots once a term


















Label artwork with Scots words to describe the character, scene etc.
Create Scots interest board e.g. pictures, poems, pupil’s suggestions for “good reads”
Teach new words through card games: sorting – perhaps with words in Gaelic, French, etc
too, snap, pelmanism
How many words in Scots can you find that came originally from French? When and why?
In Geography, do a local survey of street names. How many have changed from older
Scottish versions (Baxter's Wynd, The Bauk) to newer anglicised ones (Bakers Lane, Malt
Row)? These are real examples!
More information on the Scots origins of place names is available from Ordnance Survey.
Play Scrabble in Scots
Create Scots word searches, crosswords with clues in Scots
Make up a series of twenty factoids (did you know?) about Scotland and present them in
Scots to your class.
Create scary stories in Scots for Hallowe’en
An activity around Halloween: pupils have to write an interview with “magical” people such
as a ghostie or a fairie. They are allowed to write the questions in English but the responses
have to be in Scots!
If you are examining Christianity in RE/RME try using Scots versions of the Bible (e.g. The
New Testament in Scots translated by R L C Lorimer (Canongate) or A Glasgow Bible by Jamie
Stuart (St Andrew Press)
Play Blockbusters/Jeopardy with Scots words

A FEW SMALL POEMS IN SCOTS
RAIN by JK Annand
Rain-draps, rain-draps,
Stottin aff stanes,
Grannie tellt us ye wad come,
She felt it in her banes.
Rain-draps, rain-draps,
Skytin aff sclates,
Getherin in your millions till
The burns rowe doun in spates.
Rain-draps, rain-draps,
Batterin on the pane,
Bash yersels to smithereens
And dinna come again

SAND by Cliff Hanley
Funny thing saun,
Sticks tae yir haun,
Never could staun,
Havin saun oan ma haun,
Saun's a curse,
But marmalade's worse.

WINTER by Bud Neill
Winter has come, the snow has fell
Wee Josie’s nose is froze as well
Wee Josie’s frozen nose is skintit
Winter’s diabolic – int it?
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NUMMERIN THE WEANS by Ewan
McVicar
Young Nane an Ane
Jouked oot their lane
Jalouse wha they saw
Tammie Twa
Ane an Twa
Ran up the Reid Raw
An suppit the bree
Wi Senga Three
Twa an Three
Flew like bumbees
An chappit the door
O Guidwife Faur
Three and Young Faur
Fared ower the glaur
Groggies tae rive
Frae Fiona Five
Five an Young Sax
Went tae the stacks
An gaithered the gleanins
Fur Struan Seeven
Young Sax and Seeven
Heavy breathin
Stravaiged an socht
For Oona Ocht
Seeven and Ocht
.

Sair they wrocht
At the heid o the mine
Fur Gaffer Nine
Ocht and Young Nine
Loused at dine
Tae bed went ben
When tauld bi Auld Ten
Auld Ten and Young Nane
Restit their banes
The lee lang nicht
Till it wis bricht
Then stairtit the Yowl
Tae girn an growl
“Rise up an flee
Fur the dominie
Is coontin pates
Dinna be late
For ah’m peelin nine
Louns an quines!”
An ilka young nummer
In the Raws
Ran faist tae schule
Tae dodge the Tawse

These numbers are as were said by
Ewan’s grandfather High Reynolds,
who lived in Plean Reid Raw miners’
cottages, near Stirling
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The contents page of Lilian Ross’s 2010 book and CD shows how
useful it would be to you. Contact her direct at
www.lilianross.com or liliananne_ross@yahoo.co.uk
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This competition run by the Scottish National Dictionary Association is over now, but you
might want to make use of the questions.
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The New Teacher
by Jim Douglas of Fife
Chorus
Is a dove a doo Da,
is a doo a dove?
Is a cow a coo Da,
a sparrow just a speug?
And is a wall a wa Da, is a dog a
dug?
She's goin tae box ma ears Da,
insteed o skelp ma lug
Noo, oor teacher's awfa posh Da,
she changes aw oor names,
Oor Shuggie is now Hugh Da,
and Jimmy's ayways James
I'm puzzled wi it aa Da,
the way she shoogles words
And I must be glaiket no tae ken
that feathered friends are burds
You've taught me aw wrong Da,
you call a ball a ba
Yer wife is noo ma mother Da,
you said she wus ma maw
It fairly maks me skunnered Da,
I'll never pass ma test
And I'm no sure what I'm wearin noo,
a semmit or a vest
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Ah gave ma nose a dicht, Da
when it began tae dreep
She gave me sicht a fricht, Da
ah near fell aff ma seat
“Haven’t you a handkerchief?”
she roared as if in pain
“No, ah jist use ma sleeve, Miss”
and wiped ma nose again
Ah ca’d a mouse a moose Da,
ah shid hiv held ma tongue
That’s manure on yer bits Da,
nae longer is it dung
It’s turnips and potatoes,
no tatties noo and neeps
She said Ah’d ripped ma trousers
when Ah’d only torn ma breeks
Now there's twa words for everythin
aw shoogled in ma heid
How can I be well bred Da,
when ah keep sayin breid?
Now is a crow a craw Da,
is a bull a bul?
Ah'm goin' tae try ma hardest Da,
ah wull, ah wull, ah wull

Listen Tae The Teacher
by Nancy Nicolson of Caithness
Tune original
He's 5 year auld, he's aff tae school
Fairmer's bairn wi a pencil and a rule
His teacher scoffs when he says "hoose"
"The word is house, you silly little goose"
He tells his ma when he gets back
He saw a mouse in an auld cairt track
His faither laughs fae the stackyard dyke
"Yon's a moose ye daft wee tyke"
Chorus
Listen tae the teacher, dinna say dinna
Listen tae the teacher, dinna say hoose
Listen tae the teacher, ye canna say
maunna
Listen tae the teacher, ye maunna say
moose
He bit his lip an shut his mooth
Which one could he trust for truth
He took his burden o'er the hill
Tae auld grey Geordie o' the mill
"An did they mock thee for thy tongue
Wi them sae auld and you sae young?
They werena makin a fool o' ye
They were makin a fool o' themsels ye
see"

"Say hoose tae the faither, house tae the
teacher
Moose tae the fairmer, mouse tae the
preacher
When yer young it's weel for you
Tae dae in Rome as Romans do
But when ye grow an ye are auld
Ye needna dae as ye are tauld
Don't trim yer tongue tae suit yon dame
That scorns the language o' her hame"
Then teacher thocht that he was fine
He kept in step, he stayed in line
Faither says that he was gran
He spoke his ain tongue like a man
An when he grew and made his choice
He chose his Scots, his native voice
And I charge ye tae dae likewise
Spurn yon pair misguided cries
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